Announcements

● Thank you to everyone who filled out mid-quarter evals. TAs will get list of participants so you can get your points.
● Reminder: Academic honesty requirement for passing the class!
● Week 7 - Monday make-up sections ONLY. Others have a week off.
● Lab lecture points are coming out.
Choose all of the species present in the organic solution.

Popular answers
C 24%  CE 6%
CH 8%  CD 5%
ACE 6%
Questions?
Let’s look at a lab report...

Get mock report on class website main page.

- What questions are being answered in this report?
- Identify two (or more) strengths
- Identify three (or more) areas for improvement

Share the strengths and weaknesses. I’ll aggregate responses and share them next week!

http://goo.gl/forms/k6FFDAcPEB
How would you grade this report?

If you had to give this report a letter grade, what would you give it?

A
B
C
D
F